Abstract-In this paper, analytical field expressions are proposed to determine the electromagnetic fields due to an inclined lightning channel in the presence of a ground reflection at the striking point. The proposed method can support different current functions and models directly in the time domain without the need to apply any extra conversions. A set of measured electromagnetic fields associated with an inclined lightning channel from a triggered lightning experiment is used to evaluate the proposed field expressions. The results indicate that the peak of the electromagnetic fields is dependent on the channel angle, the observation point angle as well as the value of the ground reflection factor due to the difference between channel and ground impedances. Likewise, the effect of the channel parameters and the ground reflection on the values of the electromagnetic fields is considered and the results are discussed accordingly.
INTRODUCTION
The electromagnetic fields associated with a lightning channel can be considered as a source of lightning induced voltage on power lines whereby they are strongly dependent on the shape of lightning channel, lightning current parameters at different heights along the lightning channel and a number of geometrical parameters [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . On the other hand, the ground reflection due to the difference between return stroke channel impedance and the ground impedance at connection point (channel base) can have an effect on the shapes of the lightning return stroke currents at different heights along a lightning channel as well as the lightning induced electromagnetic fields. However, in reality a lightning strike to the surface of the ground has different channel angles with respect to the vertical axis that are usually higher than zero for at least the first hundred meters of the channel and the shape of the channel can also have an effect on the values of the lightning electromagnetic fields [6, 8, 9] . In this paper, a set of electromagnetic field expressions are proposed to include the inclined channels as well as the ground reflection at the channel base directly in the time domain without the need to apply any extra conversions. The basic assumptions in this study are listed as follows:
1-The surface of the ground is assumed to be flat. 2-The ground conductivity is assumed to be perfect. 3-The effect of lightning branches is ignored.
RETURN STROKE CURRENT
The return stroke current along a lightning channel can be considered in two areas, i.e., the channel base and at different heights above the surface of the ground whereby they can be modelled by current functions and current models, respectively [10, 11] . In this paper, the sum of two Heidler functions and the general form of the engineering current model are used as expressed by Equations (1) and (2), respectively [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . It should be mentioned that the ground reflection is ignored in Equation (2) .
where: 
, z is temporary charge height along channel, v is return stroke current velocity along channel, v f is return stroke current velocity along channel,
Equation (2) shows that the current wave shapes at different heights above the surface of the ground are dependent on the channel base current function and an attenuation height dependent function whereby a number of current models can be based on the values of the P (z ) term and v in Equation (2) . In this paper, the attenuation height dependent factor is set for the MTLE (Modified Transmission Line with Exponential decay model) current model with an attenuation function P (z ) = exp(−z /λ) where the value of λ is constant and is typically between 1-2 km [16] [17] [18] . It should be noted that the return stroke velocity is usually assumed to be a constant value between c/3 to 2c/3 where c is the speed of light in free space [16, 19] . By taking account of the effect of the ground reflection on the shape of the return stroke current, Equation (2) can be converted into Equation (3) whereby the reflected current is propagated along the lightning channel at the speed of light in free space and the original reflected currents are controlled by the return stroke front, whereas the reflected current (the second term of Equation (3)) is strongly dependent on the ground reflection factor [20] . It is noted that the ground reflection is due to the difference between the channel and the ground impedances at connection point (at the channel base) which can be expressed by
. Therefore, the additional current term (the second term of Equation (3)) will have an effect on the values of the lightning electromagnetic fields as well as the original current term (the first term of Equation (3)) that is considered in the next section.
where:
ρ g is ground reflection coefficient equal to
is the surge impedance of return stroke channel, z g is the ground impedance, i gr (z , t) is the return stoke current at different heights along channel in presence of ground reflection factor.
LIGHTNING ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
The lightning electromagnetic fields associated with an inclined lightning channel in the presence of a ground reflection are considered in this section and the geometry of the problem is shown in Figure 1 with the current model based on Equation (3) . Therefore, by Figure 1 . Geometry of problem [8] .
assuming an observation point above the surface of the ground the electromagnetic field expressions are expressed by Equations (4) to (6) and Maxwell's equations [21, 22] , Lorentz gauge [23] and also the Dipole [8, 9, 24] , FDTD [25] [26] [27] and Trapezoid [26] methods are applied
E r (r, z, φ, θ, t n ) is the horizontal electric field due to inclined lightning channel,
is the vertical electric field due to inclined lightning channel,
is the magnetic flux density in ϕ-direction due to inclined lightning channel, r is radial distance from channel base to image of observation point on the ground surface (r = x 2 + y 2 ), r is the temporary channel length along the lightning channel, θ is the angle between lightning channel and z axis (the channel angle), φ is the angle between y axis and r (observation point angle), x is the position of observation point at x axis (x = r sin φ), y is the position of observation point at y axis (y = r cos φ), z is observation point height from ground surface,
∆t is the time step, n is the number of time steps,
cos θ for i = 1
k is the division factor (>= 2), Therefore, the electromagnetic fields due to an inclined lightning channel are strongly dependent on the channel angle, the angle of the observation point and the ground reflection factor as well as other current and geometrical parameters. Likewise, the proposed field expressions can consider a number of different current functions and current models directly in the time domain without the need to apply any extra conversions. It is observed that the values of the 4 and F i, 5 , terms in Equations (4) to (6) . It should be mentioned that by selecting higher value of k parameter, the accuracy of result can be increased. In this paper the values of ∆t and k are set at 0.02 µs and 3, respectively with the corresponding average value of ∆h about 1.7 m whereas each step of Trapezoid considers on the effect of 0.6 m of channel on the field and the inherent error of Trapezoid in this scale can be neglected. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to test the proposed field expressions with experimental data, a set of measured electromagnetic fields associated with an inclined lightning channel are used and the simulated fields are compared with the corresponding measured fields. It should be mentioned that the measured fields are obtained from a triggered lightning experiment based on the geometry of field sensors as illustrated in Figure 4 and the current parameters are as listed in Table 1 [6, 8, 28] as follows. Figure 2 shows the current wave shapes at different heights along the lightning channel whereby the ground reflection factor is set to 0.1 and the current parameters are obtained from Table 1 On the other hand, the behaviour of the current peak versus the ground reflection changes at two different channel heights as illustrated in Figure 3 which shows the current peak has a direct relationship with the value of the ground reflection factor. Figure 5 shows the simulated magnetic flux densities based on different values of the ground reflection factors that are compared to the corresponding measured fields whereby the channel and the observation point angles are set to 20 • and 45 • , respectively. The results illustrate that the simulated fields based on ρ g = 0.1 are in better agreement with the measured fields compared to other simulated fields while the peaks of the magnetic flux densities are directly dependent on the values of the ground reflection factor. It should be mentioned that in the experimental setup, the rocket launcher was located underground whereas a metal rod with the height about 2 m above ground surface was used as a striking object and the launcher and the rod were located at the center of a grounded area (with metal gird).
Moreover, Figure 6 shows a comparison between the simulated as shown in Figure 7 whereas the observation point is located at 135 • with respect to the image of the lightning channel on the surface of the ground.
The results show that the simulated field based on ρ g = 0.1 is in better agreement with the corresponding measured field compared to other simulated fields. Moreover, it illustrates that the ground reflection factor has a direct relationship with the peak of dEz dt . Figure 8 shows a comparison between the simulated vertical electric field based on different values of reflection factor and the corresponding measured field for which the observation point is set on the surface of the ground with the observation point angle equal to 60 • with respect to the image of the lightning channel on the surface of the ground. The results show that the simulated field based on ρ g = 0.1 is in good agreement with the corresponding measured field while the peaks of the simulated fields have a direct relationship with the values of the ground reflection factor. It should be mentioned that the difference between the simulated field (based on ρ g = 0.1) and the corresponding measured field of that period can be due to inherent error of applied current model and also velocity profile along lightning channel, that is assumed as a constant value. In reality return stroke velocity is a height dependent variable [10, 19] .
The effect of the observation point angle on the peak values of the electromagnetic fields are considered as shown in Figure 9 using a ground reflection factor of 0. • and after this angle the peak values show an increasing trend due to the change in the temporary radial distance with respect to the observation point at different observation point angles.
Likewise, the channel angle effect on the peak values of the electromagnetic fields at φ = 45
• is considered by Figure 10 whereby the observation point is located on the surface of the ground and the ground reflection factor is set to 0.1. Figure 10 shows that by increasing the channel angle with respect to the vertical axis, the peak values of the vertical electric fields and the derivative of the vertical electric field to time have a nonlinear increasing trend while the peak values of the magnetic flux densities and the derivative of the magnetic flux densities to time have an inverse relationship with the values of the channel angle. The proposed method can support different current functions and models directly in the time domain. Moreover, the proposed field expression can include the angle of the lightning channel with respect to vertical axis as well as the ground reflection at the striking point. The channel parameters and also the ground reflection factor have an effect on the values of the electromagnetic fields. It should be mentioned that in the coupling models the evaluated values of the lightning induced voltage on the power lines are directly dependent on the electromagnetic field components especially the vertical electric field component [29] [30] [31] [32] . Therefore, determining the channel angle and the ground reflection factor can be useful for setting the appropriate protection level for power lines versus a lightning induced voltage.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the electromagnetic fields due to an inclined lightning channel in the presence of a ground reflection factor are considered. The analytical field expressions due to an inclined channel are proposed whereby they can support different current functions and models directly in the time domain and they can be combined with coupling models to set the appropriate protection level for the power lines by determining the channel parameters and the ground reflection. By using a set of measured fields from a triggered lightning experiment, the effects of the critical parameters on the values of the electromagnetic field are considered and the results discussed accordingly.
